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Abstract

As discussed in previous papers, belie] conte.~a are a
powerful ud appropriate formalism for the represen-
tation and implementation of propositional attitudes
in a multiagent environment, In this paper we show
that a formalization using belief contexts is also elab-
oration tolerant. That is, it is able to cope with minor
changes to input problems without major revisions.
Elaboration tolerance is a vital property for building
situated agents: it allows for adapting and re-uling a
previous problem representation in different (but re-
lated) situations, rather than building a new represen-
tation from scratch. We substantiate our claims by
discussing a number of variations to a paradigmatic
case study, the Three Wise Men problem.

Introduction
Belief contexts (Giunchiglia 1993; Giunchiglia & Ser-
afini 1994; Giunchiglia et al. 1993) are a formalism for
the representation of propositional attitudes. Their ba-
sic feature is modslarity: knowledge can be distributed
into different and separated modules, called contexts;
the interactions between these modules, i.e. the trans-
fer of knowledge between contexts, is formally defined
according to the application. For instance, the be-
lids of an agent can be represented with one or more
contexts, distinct from the ones representing beliefs of
other agents; different contexts can be used to rep-
resent the beliefs of an agent in different situations.
Interaction between contexts can express the effect of
communication between agents, and the evolution of
their beliefs (e.g. learning, belief revision).

Belief contexts provide the expressivity of other for-
malisrns (Giunchiglia & Serafini 1994) (e.g. modal log-
ics). In (Cimatti & Serafini 1995a) we discussed 
implementational advantages deriving from the mod-
ularity of belief contexts. In this paper we show how
the modular structure of belief contexts gives another
advantage, i.e. elaboration tolerance (McCarthy 1088).
Elaboration tolerance denotes the capability to deal
with variations of the input problem without being
forced to major changes in the original solution. Elabo-
ration tolerance is a vital property for building situated
agents: it allows for adapting and re-using a previous

problem representation in different (but related) situ-
ations, rather than building a new representation from
scratch.

We show the elaboration tolerance of belief contexts
by means of a paradigmatic case study, the three wise
men (TWM) scenario. The original formulation of the
puzzle (OTWM) is the following (McCarthy 1990):

aA certain King wishes to test his three wise men.
He arranges them in a circle so that they can see
and hear each other and tells them that he will
put a white or black spot on each of their fore-
head bat that at least one spot will be white. In
fact all three spots are white. He then repeatedly
asks them: *Do yon know the color of your spoil~.

What do they answerf"

The formalization of the OTWM using belief contexts
is thoroughly discussed in (Cimatti &~ Serafini 1995a).
In this paper we show how in the same formalization
it is also possible to solve several variations of the
OTWM, simply by "locally" representing the corre-
sponding variations in the formalism.

Our analysis covers a wide range of possible "vari-
ables" in a multiagent environment. In the first varia-
tion one agent has a black spot: this shows tolerance
to variations in the external environment. The second
scenario takes into account the case of a "not so wise
man", i.e. an agent with different inferential abilities.
Finally, we consider the case of a blind agent, which
shows that the formalism is tolerant to variations in
the perceptual structure of the agents. Although the
TWM might be thought of as a toy example, the read-
ing presented here forces us to formalize issues such as
multiagent belief, common and nested belief, ignorance
and ignorance ascription.

The paper is structured as follows. First we show
how the TWM scenario can be formalized with belief
contexts. Then we formalize the variations to the puz-
zle. Finally we discuss some related and future work
and we draw some conclusions. In figures 5 and 6 a
reference version of the belief context solution of the
OTWM (Cimatti & Serafini 1995a) is reported.
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Belief Contexts

In the TWM scenario there are three agents (wise men
1, 2 and 3), with certain beliefs about the state of the
world. We formalize the scenario by using belief con-
texts (Giunchiglia 1993). Intuitively, a (belief) context
represents a collection of beliefs under a certain point
of view. For instance, different contexts may be used
to represent the belief sets of different agents about the
world. In the OTWM, the context of the first wise man
contains the fact that the spots of the second and third
wise men are white, that the second wise man believes
that the spot of the third wise man is white, and pos-
sibly other information. Other contexts may formalize
a different view of the world, e.g. the set of beliefs that
an agent ascribes to another agent. For example, the
set of beliefs that 1 ascribes to 2 contains the fact that
the spot of 3 is white; however, it does not contain the
fact that his own (i.e. 2’s) spot is white, because 2 can
not see his own spot. A context can also formalize the
view of an observer external to the scenario (e.g. us,
or even a computer, reasoning about the puzzle). This
context contains the fact that all the spots are white,
and also that each of the agents knows the color of the
other spots, but not that he knows the color of his own.

Contexts are the basic modules of our representa-
tion formalism. Formally, a context is a theory which
we present as a formal system (L, f~, ~), where L 
a logical language, ~C_L is the set of axioms (basic
facts of the view), and ~ is a deductive machinery.
This general structure allows for the formalization of
agents with different expressive and inferential capa-
bilities (Giunchiglia ef al. 1993). We consider belief
contexts where ~ is the set of classical natural de-
duction inference rules (Prawitz 1965), and L is de-
scribed in the following. To express statements about
the spots, L contains the propositional constants WI,
W2 and Ws. W~ means that the spot of i is white.
To express belief, L contains well formed formulas
(wiT) of the form B~("A"), for each wff A and for
i "- 1, 2, 3. Intuitively, B~("A’) means that i believes
the proposition expressed by A; therefore, B2("W1")
means that 2 believes that 1 has a white spot. The for-
mula CB(~A’), with A being a formula, expresses the
fact that the proposition expressed by A is a common
belief, i.e. that the wise men jointly believe it (Moore
1982). For instance, we express that at least one of
the spots is white is a common belief with the formula
OB("W~ v Wz v W~").

Contexts are organized in a tree (see figure 1). 
call e the root context, representing the external ob-
server point of view; we let the context i formalize the
beliefs of wise man i, and ij the beliefs ascribed by i to
wise man j. Iterating the nesting, the belief context ijlc
formalizes the view of agent i about j’s beliefs about
/~’s beliefs. In general, a finite sequence of agent in-
dexes, including the null sequence c, is a context label,
denoted in the following with ~. This context struc-
ture allows us to represent arbitrarily nested beliefs.
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Figure I: The context structure to express muitiagent
nested belief

In principle there is an infinite number of contexts.
However, this is not a problem from the computational
point of view. First of all, the modularity of the repre-
sentation allows to limit reasoning to a subpart of the
context structure: for instant,. -n this scenario, rea-
soning can be limited to few COII~cxtS although the dif-
ferent solutions involve very complex reasoning about
mutual beliefs. Furthermore, it is possible to imple-
ment contexts lazily, i.e. only when required at run
time. Finally, entering a new context does not neces-
sarily require us to generate it completely from scratch,
since we may exploit existing data structures. Our
work should not be confused with a simple-minded im-
plementational framework. In this paper we focus on
formal properties of belief contexts, and belief context
are presented at the extensional level. However, we
are well aware of the relevance of an efficient imple-
mentation if belief contexts are to be used as tools for
building agents.

The interpretation of a formula depends on the con-
text we consider. For instance, the formula W] in the
external observer context, writ:.,.... , : WI to stress the
context dependence, expresses :i~e fact that the first
wise man has a white spot. The same formula in con-
text 232, i.e. 232 : W1, expresses the (more complex)
fact that 2 believes that 3 believes that 2 believes that
1 has a white spot. Notice that "2 believes that 3
believes that 2 believes that.." does not need to be
stated in the formula. Indeed, context 232 represents
the beliefs that 2 believes to be ascribed to himself by
3. However, it would need to be made explicit if the
same proposition were expressed in the context of the
external observer e: the result is the (more complex)
formula B2("B3("B~("WI")")’). This shows that a
fact can be expressed with belief contexts in differ-
ent ways. The advantages are that knowledge may be
represented more compactly and the mechanization of
inference may be more efficient.

We want 232 : WI to be provable if and only if
: B2("Bs("B2("WI")")") is, as they have the same

meaning. This kind of constraint is in general rep-
resented by means of bridge r~les (Giunchiglia 1993),
i.e. rules with premises and concl,sions in distinct be-
lief contexts. Bridge rules arc a t:..-neral tool for the
formalization of interactions between contexts. The
constraints defined above are formalized by the follow-
ing bridge rules, called reflecfion rules (Giunchiglia 
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Serafini 1994):

a : B~(~A") ~i : A
7~d~ 7~p

od : A ct : B~("A")

P~STIttCTION: ~u~ is applicable iff cti : A does not
depend on any assumption in ai.

Context ai may be seen as the partial model of
agent i’s beliefs from the point of view of a. Reflec-
tion up (R~p) and reflection down (~) formalize 
fact that i’s beliefs are represented by proeability in
this model. ~p forces A to be provable in i’s model
because B~("A") holds under the point of view of a.
Viceversa, by 7~v, B~(aA") holds in a’s view because
A is provable in his model of i. The restriction on Rup
guarantees that a ascribes a belief A to the agent i
only if A is provable in at, and not simply derivable
from a set of hypotheses. Re, allows us to convert for-
mulas into a simpler format, i.e. to get rid of the belief
predicate and represent information about the agent as
information in the model of the agent; local reason-
ing can then be performed in this simpler model; ~,p
can be finally used to infer the conclusion in the start-
ing context, i.e. to re-introduce the belief predicate.
This sequence is a standard pattern in reasoning about
propositional attitudes (see for instance (Haas 1986;
Konolige 1984)). The use of belief contexts allows 
to separate knowledge in a modular way: the structure
of the formal system makes it clear what information
has to be taken into account in local reasoning.

Bridge rules are used to formalize common be-
lief (Giunchiglia & Serafini 1991). A fact is common
belief if, not only all the agents believe it, but also
they believe it to be a common belief (see for instance
(Moore 1982)). The bridge rule CBt,, allows us to
derive belief of a single agent from common belief, i.e.
to instantiate common belief. The bridge rule CB~,op
allows us to derive, from the fact that something is
a common belief, that an agent believes that it is a
common belief, i.e. to propagate common belief.

a : CB("A") a : CB("A’) CSp,~p

ui : A CB~,, ai : CB("A")

Reasoning about ignorance is required to formalize "I
don’t know" answers, i.e. to perform the derivation
of formulas of the form "~Bi("Wi"). We know that
belief corresponds to provahility in the context mod-
eling the agent. However, since this model is par-
tial, non belief does not correspond to simple non
provability. Intuitively, we relate ignorance to non-
derivability, rather than non-provability, as follows:
infer that agent i does not know A, if A can not
be derived in the context modelling i from those be-
lids of i explicitly stated to be relevant. Formally,
all we need are relevance statements and a bridge
rule of belief closure. A relevance statement is a for-
mula of L of the form ARFi("A1,..., An", "A"), where
AI,..., An, A are formulas of L. The meaning of
ARFi ( "A 1,..., An", "A" ) is that A 1 .... , An are all the

relevant facts available to i to infer the conclusion A.
The bridge rule of belief closure, which allows us to
infer ignorance, is the following:

ai:A~ ...ai:A. a : ARF,(’AI ..... A.’,’A’)
Bel-Clo

a : "~BI(’A")

R~-STiUCTmN: Bel-Clo is applicable iff At,..., An ~i
A and ui : At,..., ai:A, do not depend on any as-
sumption in ui.

Some remarks are in order. ~is the derivability re-
lation in the subtree of contexts whose root is ai using
only reflection and common belief bridge rules. We
might have chosen a different decidable subset of the
derivability relation of the whole system; e.g. deriv-
ability by using only inference rules local to at. What
is important here is that ~is a decidable subset of the
derivability relation of the whole system of contexts,
namely I-. We do not express the side condition of
Bel-Clo using I- for computational and logical reasons:
this guarantees that we don’t have a fixpoint definition
of the derivability relation, or undecidabile applicabil-
ity conditions for inference rules. The main advantage
of our solution with respect to other mechanisms, e.g.
circumscriptive ignorance (Konolige 1984), is expres-
sivity. Indeed, we deal with ignorance by expressing
relevance hypotheses on the knowledge of an agent in
the formal language, rather than letting them unspo-
ken at the informal metalevel. We believe that this is a
major strength of our approach: simply by expliciting
the relevance hypothesis at the formal metalevel we
g~in the ability to reason uniformly about relevance.
This is not possible in other formalisms, where the rel-
evance hypotheses are not even expressed in the formal
language. In this paper we do not characterize fonhally
relevance. All relevance statements used in the proofs
are explicitly assumed. However, the modular struc-
ture of the formal system leaves open the possibility
to axiomatise relevance, or introduce a (possibly non
classical, e.g. abductive) reasoning component to infer
relevance statements.

A basic feature of the inference rules described above
is generality: the analysis presented in next sections
shows that all the variations of the scenario can be
formalized in a uniform way simply with the bridge
rules for reflection, common belief and belief closure.

Changing the spots

In the first variation of the OTWM we consider, the
spot of wise 3 is black. For the sake of simplicity we
suppose that the wise men don’t answer simultane-
ously, and that wise 1, 2 and 3 speak in numerical
order. We formalize the reasoning of the wise men
with the same belief contexts structures used to’ for-
malize the OTWM (see (Cimatti & Serafini 1995a)):
agents’ reasoning is formalized in three situations (i.e.
before the first, the second and the third answer) with
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Figure 2: Wise man

three different systems of contextsI with the structure
of figure 1. The following axioms in context e formalize
the initial situation:

Wl A W~ A ",Ws (State-of-affairs)
CS(’W~ v W2 v Ws’) (KU)
(w, ~ B~("w,")) A (-,w, ~ B~("-~W,"))

(j-sees-i)
CB(’(W, A (-w, ")

(CB-j-sees-i)

where i,j G {1,2,3} and i ~ j. State-of-affairs states
that the spots of wise 1 and 2 are white while wise 3’s is
black. KU states that at least one of the spots is white
is a common belief, i.e. all the wise men have heard the
king’s statement, and they know that their colleagues
know it. j-sees-i states that wise man j can see the
spot of his colleague i. Finally, CB-j-sees-i states that
the wise men commonly believe that they can see each
other. These are the very same axioms of the OTWM
(see (Cimatti & Seralini 1995a)), with the exception 
the conjunct -,Wa instead of Ws in State-of-affairs.

What are the answers of the wise men in this sce-
nario? The first wise answers "I don’t know". The
second wise man answers "My spot is white", and then
3 answers "My spot is black".

The proof in figure 2 formalizes the reasoning of the
first agent in the first situation. In our notation a proof
is a sequence of labelled lines. Each line contains the
derived formula and a list of assumptions the derived
formula depends on (if any). A box collects together
the sequences of lines of the same context, specified in
the upper left corner. F(,-m) stands for the name 
the sequence of wffs in steps from n to m. The proof
formalizes the following reasoning pattern. Wise man 1
sees the color of the spots of his colleagues (steps 1-4).
He also believes the king utterance (step 5), and that

lln (Cimatti & Serafini 1995a) we discuss in detail how
these (separate) systems can be "glued together" in a sin-
gle system expressing the evolution of the scenario through
time. In this system, situations are explicitly considered,
and utterances are formalized by means of bridge rules.
This discussion is outside the scope of this paper. How-
ever, the same process can be applied to the formal systems
presented in this paper.

(9)
(9)

From State-of-affairs and 1-~a-2
From State-of-affairs and 1-sees-3
From I by ~.
From 2 by ~,~
From KU by CB,~,t
From KU by CB~,
From CB-j-sees-i by C B,,,,
From CB-flaees-i by CB~o~
By assumption
From 3-9 by Bel-Clo

1 answers "I don’t know"

it is commonly believed (step 6). Finally he believes
that the wise men can see each other (step 7) and that
this is a common belief (step 8). He tries to answer
the question of the king, i.e. to infer that his spot is
white. Under the hypothesis that 3-8 constitute all
the relevant knowledge to infer the goal (step 9), 
conclude that he does not know the color of his spot
(step 10).

The formal system describing the second situation
has one more axiom in e, namely

CB("-,B,("W,")") (UI)

describing the effect of the "I don’t know" utterance
of I. The reasoning pattern of the second wise man in
the second situation is as follows (the steps refer to the
proof in figure 3): "If my spot were black (step 7), then
1 would have seen it (step 9) and would have reasoned
as follows: "2 has a black spot (step 11); as 3’s spot
is black too (step I0), then my spot must be white."
Therefore I would have known that his spot is white
(step 14). But he didn’t (step 15); therefore my 
must be black." We conclude that the second wise man
believes that his spot is white (step 18). This reasoning
pattern is the same as the reasoning performed by wise
3 in the OTWM (see figure 8), where 3 simulates in his
context the "one black spot" version and reasons about
how the second wise would have reasoned in the second
situation under the hypothesis "~W.q. This analogy is
evident at the formal level. Compare the proofs in
figure 3 and 6: the lines from I to 18 are the same.
The only difference is in the starting context, namely
(formalizing the view of the external observer) in one
case, and 3 (formalizing the point of view of wise 3) 
the other.

The formal system describing the third situation dif-
fers from the previous one in the additional axiom in
context e:

CB("B2("W2")") (V2)

Axiom U2 expresses that it is a common belief that 2
knows the color of his spot. At this point wise man 3
answers that his spot is black (see proof in figure 4).
To reach such a conclusion wise man 3 reasons by con-
tradiction. He looks to the spots of the other agents
(step 3) and supposes that his spot is white (step 
Then he reasons on how wise 2 could have reasoned
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Figure 3: Wise man 2 answers "My spot is white"

under this hypothesis (steps 9-16) and concludes that
wise man 2 wouldn’t have known the color of his spot
(step 18). This contradicts what has been said by wise
man 2 (step 20), and so wise man 3 concludes the nega-
tion of the main hypothesis, i.e. that his own spot is
black.

Wise 3 reaches the conclusion that his spot is black
under the hypothesis (assumption 24) that all the facts
available to the second agent are those concerning the
color of the spots of the other agents, their ability to
see each others and the utterance of the king. This as-
sumption formalizes the following implicit hypothesis
of the TWM: it is a common belief that all the informs-
lion available to the wise men is explicitly mentioned
in the puzzle.

The puzzle discussed in this section shows that our
approach allows for a modular formalization of differ-
ent forms of reasoning. In the second situation (fig-
ure 3), we formalize the reasoning which is usually con-
sidered in the solution of the OTWM: this involves (de-
ductive) reasoning about mutual and nested belief, and
is formalized by means of reflection and common belief
rules. More complex forms of reasoning are modeled in
the other situations. The rule of belief closure allows
for the formalization of ignorance in the first situation
(figure 2). In the third situation (figure 4), ignorance
ascription is simply formalized by reasoning about ig-
norance from the point of view of the ascribing agent
(i.e. Bel-Clo in context 3), combined with reasoning
about mutual and nested beliefs. Notice also that the
modularity of the formalization allows for reusing de-
ductious in different scenarios: the same reasoning pat-
tern can be performed under different points of view,
simply by applying the same sequence of rules starting
from different contexts.

The not so wise man
Let us consider now a variation of the previous case,
where 2 is a "not so wise" man. Following (Konolige
1990), an agent is not wise if either he does not know
certain basic facts or he is not able to perform certain

inferences. (Giunchiglia et al. 1993) shows how several
forms of limited reasoning can be modelled by belief
contexts. In this paper, we suppose that 2 is not able to
model other agents’ reasoning. This is simply formal-
ized by forbidding the application of reflection down
from and reflection up to context 2 (see (Giunchiglia
et al. 1993)). Our analysis can be generalized to other
limitations of reasoning by applying the techniques de-
scribed in (Giunchiglia ef ai. 1993).

Wise I answers first, and reasons as in previous case
(see fig. 2). As for 2, the derivation presented in previ-
ous section is no longer valid: the information deriving
from 1% utterance can not be reflected down in con-
text 21. The reasoning of 2 is therefore analogous to
the reasoning of 1. In order to model 3’ answer, two
scenarios are possible. In one, 3 does not know that
2 is not so wise. His reasoning pattern is the same
as in the third situation of the OTWM (see figure 6),
the conclusion being that his spot is white. Of course,
this wrong conclusion is reached because 3 ascribes to
2 the ability to perform reasoning which 2 does not
have. This is formally reflected by the context struc-
ture: the context subtree with root 32, representing
3’s view about 2, is more complex than the subtree
with root 2, representing 2’s (limited) reasoning abil-
ity. In the other scenario, 3 does know that 2 is not so
wise. This can be simply modelled by restricting the
inference from context 32, in the very same way infer-
ence in 2 is restricted. As a result, 3’s view about 2
agrees with the actual reasoning ability of 2. With this
restriction, it is no longer possible to reason about I
from the point of view 39, and 3 answers that he does
not know the color of his spot.

In the system describing the third situation, is pos-
sible to develop a derivation of Bs("Ws’), with the
same structure of the derivation in figure 6, through
the contexts c, 3, 31 and 312. This inference, simulat-
ing 3’ reasoning about 1’ reasoning about 2, is clearly
incorrect. In the informal scenario, using such a rea-
soning pattern, 3 can not reach any conclusion, as he
knows that I could not exploit the fact that 2 did not
know the color of his spot. The problem with the for-
mal derivation is that facts about different situations
(the ignorance of 1 in the first situation, and the ig-
norance of 2 in the second situation) are formalized as
uusituated statements (axioms U1 and U2): therefore,
in the third situation there is no formal representation
that the information about the ignorance of the sec-
ond man (i.e. CB("-,B~("W~")")) was not available
in the first situation. This problem is common to ~11
the formalizations of the TWM which do not take into
account explicitly the situation a statement refers to.
This phenomenon was never noticed before, because in
the OTWM it is enough to restrict the order of answers
to avoid the problem. But if this restriction is given
up, it is possible to derive that the wise men know the
color of their spot in the second situation, i.e. after
answering once.
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Figure 4: Wise man 3

Basically, there are two ways to fix the problem. One
way is to put additional restrictions on the context
structure, in such a way that 3 can not build infer-
ences where I is reasoning about 2. This would enforce
correctness by means of considerations at the informal
metalevel. The other way is to take into account situa-
tions in the formalism. The only situated systems mod-
elling the TWM we are aware of are McCarthy’s (Mc-
Carthy 1990), Konolige’s (Konolige 1984), and the sit-
uated version of the belief system presented in (Cimatti
& Seralini 1995a). As shown in (Cimatti & Serafini
1995a), the modularity of belief contexts allows us to
transfer the unsituated formalizations presented in this
paper to the situated framework, that does not collapse
statements relative to different situations. In this pa-
per we use an unsituated framework for the sake of
simplicity.

The blind wise man
Let us consider the alternative scenario in which all the
spots are white and one of the wise men, say b, is blind.
This scenario is formalized by the structure of belief
contexts used in previous sections (see figure 1), with
the following axioms in the external observer context:

Wl A W2 A W3 (State-of-affairs)
cs(’w~ v w2 v w3") (KU)
(w, D B,(-w,-))^ (~w, B~(".-,w,")) (i-.e~-O
CB("(W, S,("W,’)) ^ (.~w, ~ Bj(’-w,’))’)

(cB-j-~-0
where i,j G {1,2,3}, and i,b ~ j. With respect to
the OTWM, we drop the axioms b-sees-i, stating that

From State-of-affairs by AE
From 1 and Z-sees-2 by 3E
From 2 by Rd,
From CB-2-sees-1 by CBm,
From 3 and 4 by DE
By assumption
From CB-2-sees-3 by CB~..,
From 6 and 7 by DE
From ,5 by Ra.
From 8 by ~a.
From KU by CB.
From KU by CB~,~
From CB-fisees-i by CB,
From j-sees-i by CB,,m
From U1 by CB.
From U1 by CB~op
By assumption
From 9-17 by BeI-Clo
From U2 by CBm,,
From 19 and 18 by DE
From 20 by J.=
From 21 by DI
From 22 by ~,p
By assumption
From 22 and 24 by Rd., DE and ~,,n

answers "My spot is black"

b can see his colleagues, and CB-b-sees-i, stating that
the previous fact is commonly believed. With this ax-
iomatization, we formalize the case that all the agents
know that b is blind. We take into account the case in
which a wise man, say j, does not know that b is blind,
simply by adding to context j the axioms

(w, 3 sd’w,.")) (-w, 3 BbC-,W,")) (~,,e~i)
cBC(W, ~ sb("w,")) (-w, ~ B,(=~W,’))")

(CB-b-,ees-i)

where i E {i, 2, 3} and i # b. This simple solution is
possible because of the modularity of belief contexts.
An agent with its (false) beliefs about the scenario, 
in this case, can be described simply by modifying the
context representing j. Notice also that the contextual
structure allows us to use simpler formulas to express
(more) complex propositions. An equivalent axiomati-
zation in ¯ should explicitly express the fact that these
are j’s beliefs: for instance, an equivalent formula for
b-sees-i in e would be the more complex

a,("(w, B~(-w,-)) ^ (~w, 3 B~(-~w,-))-)
The same kind of complication is needed in a "fiat",
single theory logic (either modal or amalgamated),
where it is not possible to contextualize formulas.

The axiomatization above describes all possible sce-
narios. If the blind man is wise 3 (i.e. the last speaker),
then he behaves as if he weren’t blind: he answers
that his spot is white since the belief that his spot is
white is based only on the utterances of the other wise
men and on the common beliefs. Notice indeed that
the proof formalizing the reasoning of wise 3 in the
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

1 14/2

W~ vW2 vW3
cs("w, v w= v w/’)
W, :) B~(=W/) ^ -,W, aj("-,W/’)
cB(=w, ") -̂- ,W,

= ARF,(~i’;-,), "W,’) (9) 
¯ .,a, (-w,-) (9) 

From State-of-a~aim and l-sees-2
From State-of<dfah~ and l-sees-3
From 1 by Ra,
From 2 by R.~.
From KU by CBi..
From KU by CB~op
From j-~=es-i by C Bi..
From j-sees-i by C B~
By assumption
From 3-9 by Bel-Clo

2 Wz
W3

S W, VW=VW3
6 cs(=w, v w= v wF)
7 w, ~ s,(=w,-) ^ .~w, :) B~("-~w/)
s CB("W, ~ a~(’W,") ̂ -~W, B~("--,W/)")

I CB(-,B,( w, )
11 F; ABFz(F(a-zo), iV= (11)

/ 01)

From State-of-affairs and 2-sees-I
From State-of-~drs and ~-sees-3
From 1 by ~d.
From 2 by Rd~
From KU by Ca,..,
From KU by CB~w
From j-sees-i by C Bi=,
From j-sees-i by CB~o~
From U1 by CBi,,,
From U1 by CB~..~
By auumption
From 3-11 by Bel-Clo

Figure 5: In OTWM, first, wise man 1 answers =I don’t know", then wise man 2 answers =I don’t know"

OTWM (see figure 6) does not exploit axioms 3-sees-i
and CB-3-sees-i: therefore it can be performed also in
this scenario.

If b = 2, i.e. the second speaker is blind, then, as
in the OTWM, 2 is not able to infer that his spot is
white. In this case, however, his ignorance is derived
on the basis of s different relevance assumption. Facts
that can be derived by looking to the state of the world,
such as the color of the spots of the other wise men, are
not in the beliefs of 2. Formally, this corresponds to
the fact that ",B2("W2") is derived from the relevance
assumption ARF(1‘, "W2"), where 1" contains only the
axioms j-sees-i, CB-j-sees-i, KU and UI: neither WI
nor Ws belongs to 1‘. If 3 believes that 2 is blind, then
3 cannot infer the color of his own spot. In this case
the formal proof of ",B3(’Ws") is similar to the proof
formalizing the reasoning of wise 2 in the OTWM (see
figure 5). If the third wise man is not aware of the
blindness of the second wise man, then be infers that
his spot is white. Formally this corresponds to the fact
th&t the proof of Bs(=Ws") can be performed also 
this case. However, the reasoning of wise 3 is incorrect:
he would reach the same conclusion even if his spot
were black.

If the blind man is l, then he cannot know the color
of his spot. Again, the ignorance of 1 is derived simi-
larly to the OTWM case (see the first proof in figure 5),
but it is based on a relevance assumption not con-
taining facts about the color of the spots of the other
agents. If the other wise men know that 1 is blind, then
they cannot know the color of their spots. Indeed, it is

1
2
3
4
5
s
7
8
9

lO
11
12
is
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

By mmumption
From C]~.eee~3 by C B.
From I and 2 by DE
From 3 by ~,h~
From CB-l-~J~m-3 by CB.
From 4 sad 5 by DE
By assumption
krom CB-l-sees-2 by CB.
~rom7 and S by :)P.

6 by "Rd,
From9 by Rv.
FromKU by CB.
From10, 11 sad 12
FromIS by R=~
FromUI by CB.
From14 sad 15 by DE
From16 by ..L=
From17 by R.eFromU2 by CB,..,
From18 and 19 by DE
Prom20 by .I.©
From21 by R,~

Figure 6: Wise man 3 answers third in OTWM "My
spot is white"

possible to derive "~B2("W2") and ~Bs("W3") in the
contexts systems for the second and third situations,
respectively. If wise 2 and 3 don’t know that I is blind,
then they reach the same conclusion as in the OTWM
(see figures 5 and 6), but of course their reasoning pat-
terns are incorrect.

Conclusions and future work
Belief contexts can be used to formalize propositional
attitudes in a multiagent environment. In this paper
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we have shown how the modularity of belief contexts
provides elaboration tolerance. First, we have shown
how reasoning about mutual and nested beliefs, com-
mon belief, ignorance and ignorance ascription, can
be formalized using belief contexts in a very general
and structured way. Then we have shown how sev-
eral variations to the OTWM are formalized simply
by means of "local" variations to the OTWM solution
given in (Cimatti & Serafini 1995a).

Despite its relevance, elaboration tolerance has been
of relatively little interest in the past; often represen-
tation formalisms are compared only on the basis of
their expressive power, rather than their tolerance to
variations. As a result, very few have tried to address
this problem seriously. The work by Konolige might be
thought of as an exception: in (Konolige 1984) a for-
malization of the not so wise man puzzle is presented,
while in (Konolige 1990) (a simplified version of) 
scenario described in section is formalized. However,
his motivations seem different than showing the elab-
oration tolerance of the formalism. A more detailed
comparison of our approach with other formalisms for
multiagent reasoning is given in (Cimatti & Serallni
1995a).

Our work on belief context has mainly addressed for-
real issues. We have mechanized in GgTFOL, (an in-
teractive system for the mechanization of multicontext
system (Giunchiglia 1992)) the systems of contexts 
the formal proofs (this work is described in (Cimatti
& Serafini 1995b)). However, this is formal reasoning
about the puzzle. It is only a part (though an important
one) of what is needed for building situated systems us-
ing belief contexts as reasoning tools, which is our long
term goal. The next step is to build systems playing
the wise men, adding to the reasoning ability the fol-
lowing features. First, these systems should have some
sensing (e.g., seeing, listening) and some acting (e.g.
speaking) capabilities, in order to perceive and affect
the environment they are situated into; furthermore,
they should be able to decide what actions to perform.
Finally, they should be able to build the appropriate
formal system to reason about the scenarios on the ba-
sis of the data perceived by the sensors: other agents’
spots should be looked at to devise a State-of-affairs
axiom, "unusual" features of the wise men (e.g. being
not so wise, or blind) might be told by the king, and
also the number of wise men should not be known a
priori.
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